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CREATIVE PROJECT REVIEW 
 

 
“There is no such thing as an immortal work of art. There is one art - the greatest 

of all, the art of making a complete human being of oneself.” Alfred Richard Orage 

 
 
 

 
INTRODUCTION 

 
 

The creative project has been an extremely valu- 

able part of the MA course for me. Within the confines of 

academic demands, it is often difficult to move out of the 

head, indeed this has been one of the very unique chal- 

lenges of the programme. The degree has offered a 

number of wonderful opportunities to tackle this issue by 

actively encouraging a more heart centred and intuitive 

approach to the content that we are facing here as stu- 

dents. To become more “…consciously aware of our in- 

tuitive process…” (Anderson, 2004, p.70) is a refreshing 

challenge to the more traditional approaches of academ- 

ic research and engagement. But to be able to open the 

heart and engage our intuition in a manner that retains a level of conscious awareness 

and an ability to ‘see’ this process critically, is the real nature of the challenge we face as 

students. This represents new ground. The challenge here is that neither the faculty of 

reason or intuition is easily engaged, let alone successfully unified and balanced with 

the other. “Reason knows through delimitation and binding, while the heart knows 

through letting go of all restrictions” (Chittick, 1989, p.189). Achieving this equilibrium be- 

tween reason and the heart, within our academic research, requires us to take a place in 

Jeffrey Kripal's ‘third classroom’, a place where both sympathy and doubt are honoured 
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equally in our research approach (Kripal, 2009). And no greater opportunity to attempt to 

do so has been afforded me, as a student, than during the Creative Project. 

 

Throughout the programme of modules, I was constantly challenged to consider 

the impact that the very many ideas, to which we were being introduced, were having 

upon my own ideas of art and artistic expression. Both in general and indeed upon my 

personal creative process. This has been an invaluable experience. It is this movement 

through a number of these ideas within the course material, and their influence on my 

final choice of direction for the Creative Project, that I will highlight here. This ‘alchemis- 

ing’ of ideas, this process of solidification not only highlights my own personal process, 

but also touches upon some very core principles of artistic pursuit. At the same time this 

movement represents a kind of personal mythopoesis (Hunt, 2009). As my vision for the 

project solidified throughout the taught modules and essay writing, so too did my ability 

to identify relevant theoretical frameworks. These theories not only enabled a critical ba- 

sis within which my project could be supported, but also an understanding of how the 

project could be legitimately challenged and questioned. These frameworks will also be 

highlighted here. And finally, what this review aims to identify is not only my own person- 

al process of transformational learning as “…soul work or inner work.” (Dirkx, 1997), but 

also the establishment of my creative project itself as a potential tool for this very same 

process of transformation and learning for the audience engaged with it. 

 
 
 
 
 

THE MAKING OF THE MYTH… 
 
 

PART I 
 
 

“Mythopoesis is used to refer to the process of meaning making by 

which individuals come to know their world and relationship with it. 

This process is largely unconscious and beyond words, often linked 

to the heart not the head, so it may be more appropriately described 

as one by which individuals feel their world.” 

(Hunt, 2009, p.133) 
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I entered the MA degree programme having rekindled my desire to work again in 

the area of film and video. This was in fact the subject of my first degree, from which I 

had graduated in 2001, and was once again a re-emergent interest at the start of this 

programme. With this in mind I was particularly struck at this early stage of the degree 

with Plato’s cave analogy, which became the subject of my very first essay. In particular 

it was the position of the fire and the role of the shadow makers that engaged my imagi- 

nation. It was immediately apparent to me that the ideas here had implications for the 

role of artists in society, and from a much more modern perspective, the role of film- 

makers. Here is a quote from the conclusion of my first essay where I compared Plato’s 

cave analogy with the film ‘The Matrix’. Where I have previously used the word ‘film’ I 

would suggest a more relevant term of ‘moving image’ for the purpose of our discussion. 

 

“Film has been seen here to be responsible for embedding myths into the structure of our 

consciousness (Flood, 1996). This responsibility should also require that film be held up to the 

necessary rigours of platonic assessment in order to support cinematic attempts in offering a 

necessary and vital form of platonic education. A relevant education that allows audiences to 

glimpse the fire of Plato’s cave, not as a limiting false belief, but as part of a revitalised and tran- 

scendent quality possible in film.” (Malone, 2014, p.10) 
 

 
There are many negative conclusions to be drawn from Plato’s work on the role of 

the artist and the arts in society. The concern that Plato expressed about arts ability to 

‘subtly disguise and trivialise’ the spiritual is a legitimate one (Murdoch, 1997). Yet here I 

was beginning to see and attempting to align the potential of film (of the moving image) 

with some very fundamental educative principles. To see the fire within Plato’s cave as 

not simply a source of illusory light (the light of the filmmaker) but as a microcosm of the 

greater light of truth that the Sun represents in platonic thought. 

 

“It is like a ray of light: on the one hand it is identical with its source; on the other 

hand it is removed from the source according to the distance between the source and the 

eye that beholds it.” (Scott, 2010, p.4) 
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“Watching a ‘good’ film is to be “turned around” and to temporarily transcend the limitations of 

the shadow play of the cave. To engage with the very flickers of light inherent in the form of the 

good itself. This is surely the most that film should reasonably aspire to achieve.” 

(Malone, 2014, p.6) 
 

 
Here I was attempting to re-frame analysis of the metaphor and argue for the 

power of film to contain sacred symbol which in turn could potentially move us out of the 

realm of ‘eikasia’ and towards the realms of ‘dianoia’ and perhaps even ‘episteme’ - a 

knowledge of the good. I was also beginning to appreciate the conclusions of Addey 

(2002) on the subject of Platonic teaching, that “Mythology is not reducible to logical 

analysis - not, at least if we are to preserve its power to move the soul…” These argu- 

ments set the tone for the basis of my creative project. I had begun to see a potential for 

film, for moving images, to at least aspire towards a transcendent quality, in a manner 

that holds itself to the educative principles of platonic philosophy. In this fundamental 

concept my inspiration for the creative project was set. 

 
 

 
PART II 

 
 

During Module Two my inspiration went a little further 

and was fired by my choice in tackling the question - What is 

Esoteric Art? Here my focus moved to the Surrealist move- 

ment of the 1920’s and in turn to the work of Alejandro 

Jodorowsky, filmmaker and Tarot card reader. What most 

inspired me during my research was how the influence of es- 

oteric ideas attracted some key players within the Surrealist 

movement in their search for social and personal transforma- 

tion. “Aspirants seek direct spiritual insight into the hidden 

nature of the cosmos and of themselves – they seek Gnosis.” 

(Versluis, 2007) Jodorowsky himself had straddled the tail 

end of the Surrealist movement of the 1950’s as well as the 

beginning of the psychedelic underground counterculture of the sixties, serving to 
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transmit the earlier esoteric concerns of the surrealists a little further and into a cinemat- 

ic narrative. This movement had reached into the world of esotericism and bought into 

modern light and understanding, some deeply interesting concerns about the role of art 

and its potential. 

 
“Inspired by esotericism, the modern artists [surrealists] of the time assumed the respon- 

sibility for initiating not only themselves but also their audience, in search of a complete ref- 

ormation of society. This possibility of initiation, transformation and transcendence became of- 

fered by the art of these ‘new magicians’ and was undoubtedly an inspiration for the work of 

Alejandro Jodorowsky… Here we see an attempt to bring the definitive process of initiation with- 

in esoteric art to the light of the cinema screen.” (Malone, 2015, p. 9) 
 

 
The discovery of these themes was key in defining the essence of my own cre- 

ative project. The quote above, taken from my second essay, captures this development. 

At this stage of my research, I began to feel that the creative project could be used to 

engage filmmaking as a tool to document my own experience of self-transformation, that 

my own personal ‘process’ was becoming a legitimate form of expression as it had for 

the surrealists. The potential for a kind of personal alchemy became apparent here with- 

in the creative process as part of the search for an “illuminated artistic 

consciousness” (Szulakowska, 2007). Yet my personal criticism of much of surrealist art 

remained. That despite such lofty ideas and concerns within the process of artistic pro- 

duction, the artists own process of self-transformation often failed to communicate any- 

where beyond their own personal pathology. Somehow, I (the audience) still felt ‘left be- 

hind’ with much of what I encountered in the Surrealist art world. Perhaps this was too 

much self-focus and not enough self-reflexivity? Such work would certainly benefit from 

a “reduction of illusion” (Holland & Garman, 2010, p.16). 

 

However, I did remain inspired by Jodorowsky’s film ‘The Holy Mountain’ (1973). 

In the closing scene, Jodorowsky (who casts himself as ‘The Alchemist’ assuming the 

lofty role of director as ‘high priest’) speaks directly to the camera, addressing his audi- 

ence, speaking to them directly. It still seemed to me that an attempt could and certainly 

should be made, within art and within the medium of the moving image, to retain this 

central concern of esoteric art - that of initiation, not only for the artist but perhaps more 

importantly that of the audience as well. 
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PART III 
 

 

By module three I had been successfully reminded of 

another key factor for joining the MA programme - to further 

my study of Tarot, a tool with which I had been working with 

as a professional reader for some years before starting the 

degree. Like many tarot readers my approach had been influ- 

enced by the esoteric ideas that were attributed to the cards 

by occult thinkers from the 18th century onwards (Dummet, 

1996) I had already begun to depart from these themes in my 

practice and away from occult ideas of tarot divination, in- 

stead choosing to focus upon Jungian concepts of self-trans- 

formation and individuation (Nichols, 1980) Yet it wasn’t until embarking on essay three 

that I had the chance to clarify these ideas during my research, in my attempt to define 

the parameters of an ‘authentic’ tarot card reading. This process not only afforded me 

the chance to refine my tarot practice, it also served to clarify my choice of direction for 

the creative project. The essence of this direction can be seen in this quote from my 

third essay. 

 

“I am aiming at an appreciation of the educative principles within the use of tarot symbol- 

ism here. Revealingly, the word ‘educate’ comes from the root ‘educare’ meaning to lead out as 

well as to ‘bring out’ something that is within. This can be viewed as the central purpose of tarot 

reading, being further echoed by Jung as an effort to translate “… into visible reality, the world 

within us.” (Jung, 1961). In order to achieve this goal, Tarot reading should aim towards the cre- 

ation of a sympathetic resonance on the part of the enquirer for the mythic, symbolic and psy- 

chological narratives within Tarot images. (Malone 2015, p.8) 
 

 
This concern with the potential for a type of transformational education was be- 

coming a dominant theme in my research and was beginning to frame the goal of Tarot 

interpretation within this context of what Anderson (2004) describes as a ‘resonant validi- 

ty’. Tarot as a collection of images and as a language of symbolism had always spoken 

to me yet remained a language that required translation in order to be understood by 

many others. If I could somehow capture this translation, then perhaps I could harness 
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the educative and transformational potential of these images. The use of moving image 

along with sound and music, in the form of film or animation, could therefore begin to 

give a voice to these images and somehow bring them to life. This became my goal for 

the creative project from this point on. 

 
 

 
PART IIII 

 
 

During my research at the latter stage of our taught modules, I chose to focus on 

the potential of the psychedelic experience to aid an understanding of Henry Corbin’s 

‘imaginal’ realm. What I discovered in my fourth essay served to further re-enforce my 

interest in the chosen themes of transcendence and initiation for the creative project. 

 

“Interestingly, the transcendental nature of the psychedelic 

experience itself actually suggests a bypassing of the neoplatonic 

approach and use of image. Perhaps we may see the psychedelic 

experience attempting to replace such traditional roles of art as a 

means of transcendence. In this sense the psychedelic experience 

becomes an initiation into symbolic vision. The possibility for the 

psychedelic traveller to return with knowledge of the symbolic is a 

very real one.” (Malone, 2016, p.8) 
 

 
Again, the themes of symbolic initiation and symbolic 

awareness had captured my attention, these appeared to be 

enigmatic qualities also present in the psychedelic experience. 

And so I began to ask the question - is it possible to capture this transcendent quality in 

art or more specifically in the art of the moving image? Having worked for a number of 

years as a programmer for art and music at the Breaking Convention conference on 

psychedelic research, I am well aware of the difficulty in answering this question as well 

as the problems inherent in defining what psychedelic art is. There have been countless 

artists influenced by the psychedelic culture of the sixties for example. From those who 

make art whilst on psychedelics, to those artists who make art for people who have 

taken psychedelics, the broad spectrum that this area covers is difficult to define. Yet 
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since the time of research for my BA in Film and Video I have always felt that the medi- 

um had the potential to capture some of the definitive characteristics of the psychedelic 

experience, with the hope of emulating such transcendent qualities. This too became an 

influence upon my project. 

 

Finally, the relevant arguments of my 4th essay also centred around Henry 

Corbin’s concerns regarding the necessary theological structure and framework that 

needed to be present in order to understand mystical and transcendental experiences 

(Corbin, 1972, 1998). This prompted me to refine my focus for the creative project onto 

the 22 trump cards of the tarot. It was in fact this aspect of tarot card structure that had 

inspired much of occultist thought and theory surrounding tarot and its use (Dummett, 

1998). I felt that this need for theological structure could represent an open door for me 

to once again experiment with the occult systems of correspondences, itself a definitive 

feature of esoteric art (Faivre, 2010), and a feature of tarot that I had previously reject- 

ed. Such ideas and theories around tarot structure may not represent a theological 

framework necessarily but were starting to seem to me like a great art of the imagination 

by occult thinkers, an effort that placed tarot in the realm of esoteric art. I decided that 

such ideas would certainly add an artistic fuel to my project. 

 

In brief, I had decided by this point in the course that I would make a film/video 

that would use the images of the 22 trump cards of the tarot, the major arcana of the oc- 

cultist tarot. This same journey that archetypal psychologists have suggested is also rep- 

resentative of the individuation process and a movement through archetypes of the un- 

conscious (Nichols, 1980) My hope was that I may be able to capture the essence of 

these ideas, both psychological and occult, in a manner that aimed towards an initiatory 

and educational experience for the audience. I had decided to allow influences from the 

world of psychedelic art to influence the form of this piece in an attempt to further facili- 

tate this experience. An experience that I hoped would also be able to hold true to a 

foundational concern for platonic ideas of education. 
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THE WORLD OF INDIVIDUATION 
 
 

“Entering one’s interior story takes a courage similar to starting a 

novel.” (Hillman, 1983, p.55). 

 

The above quote from James Hillman is indicative of 

my experience of the creative project to this point. It also 

serves to frame the next stage of my discussion, in a manner 

most pertinent for my attempts to understand this process and 

the project itself, and via the field of depth-psychology. The 

journey through the key ideas of the course, which I have out- 

lined above, serves to reveal a number of important develop- 

mental themes within the project. I now view this experience 

on the whole as an ‘unconscious’ process, where the project was ‘received’ or even ‘re- 

vealed’ via my engagement with the course material. This process points to the nature of 

transformational learning that has been at the centre of my experience within the MA. 

 

“Transformative learning is the expansion of consciousness through the transformation of 

basic worldview and specific capacities of the self; transformative learning is facilitated through 

consciously directed processes such as appreciatively accessing and receiving the symbolic 

contents of the unconscious and critically analysing underlying premises”. (Elias, 1997) 
 

 
There are some key ideas here. Examining the nature of any ‘expansion of con- 

sciousness’ is a little difficult to define and is perhaps better suited to take place in the 

learning journal. Yet I would suggest that the development of my creative project, as 

guided by the course structure, be seen as part of this process of ‘accessing and receiv- 

ing the symbolic contents of the unconscious’. As already mentioned above, this project 

felt as though it was ‘recieved'. This is an interesting phenomenon. With this in mind, it 

also becomes necessary to briefly describe a further important element of the project’s 

development that goes some way in acknowledging a transformation of a ‘specific ca- 

pacity of self’ as outlined by Elias. In this case it was my very ability to transmit and ex- 
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press the ideas of my creative project, which up until this point had remained a little un- 

clear. 

 

Around the time of completing my fourth essay I was forced to temporarily move 

back to London. Immediately upon my arrival, and as if by synchronicity, I was invited to 

a visual arts conference called ‘Splice’ that was taking place that same weekend in the 

city. I took part in a workshop that introduced participants to a video mixing software 

called ‘Resolume’. The software is predominantly used to perform live visual accompa- 

niment, using different video and photographic source material, alongside a DJ or live 

music performance. It quickly became clear to me from this brief introduction that there 

was great potential here for narrative expression, an ability to bring images to life in a 

way that incorporated both moving image and music, and even potential to revitalise this 

particular artistic field. My experience here seemed to naturally coincide with the devel- 

opment of the idea for the creative project. It was an experience that facilitated a change 

in me as an artist, giving me the power to express the themes developed during the MA 

and one that spoke to my earlier desire, at the very start of module one, for working 

once again in film and video. Even though this particular experience was formally sepa- 

rate from the degree programme, I see the two as intrinsically linked. This experience 

may be viewed as a further development of my ongoing experience of transformational 

learning and more specifically an engagement with what I now see as my own process 

of individuation. As Dirkx describes: 

 

“From the perspective discussed here, we are all influenced and shaped by the forces of 

individuation going on unconsciously within our lives. Whether or not we are aware of them, 

these forces propel us along a journey and certain courses of action. Transformative learning 

refers to processes through which we consciously participate in this journey of individuation. 

Through imaginative engagement with the images and symbols that characterise this journey, 

we can come to a deeper understanding of ourselves and our relationship with the world around 

us.” (Dirkx, 2000) 
 

 
Was my own engagement with the course material, as well as the tarot cards 

(themselves representing ‘the images and symbols that characterise this journey’ of in- 

dividuation), deepening my own understanding of myself and in particular my relation- 

ship with the world around me? This certainly felt to be the case. It seemed as if I was 
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beginning to fulfil some kind of latent potential through this process. Something I recog- 

nised as a desire at the start of the course (to work in film and video), and which was 

now being embodied through my direct engagement with some key themes of this very 

process itself. This seemed to be akin to what Dirkx describes as the primary focus of 

soul-work, an elaboration of a conscious relationship with my own unconscious (Dirkx, 

2012). Yet I was still to perform the piece at this stage so it can be argued that all of this 

remained in the realm of of personal experience, yet to be delivered to an audience and 

yet to fulfil any potential beyond this private realm of personal transformation. 

 

PERFORMANCE 
 
 

My first effort to present the idea was relatively successful. It was a largely exper- 

imental performance having only discovered the potential of the software two weeks be- 

fore a presentation day. Yet I felt it was important to take the opportunity to attempt a 

performance. I decided to use the first six trump cards of the Marseille tarot deck as my 

chosen images. Their primary colours were a great starting palette. These were mixed 

alongside parts of the soundtrack of Alejandro Jodorowsky’s film ‘The Holy Mountain’ 

and also a reading from ‘if the image spoke...’ sections of his book, which were read by 

myself and pre-recorded. With these basic ideas I was attempting to bring these images 

to life, to give them a voice and to give them movement. I performed the live visual mix 

of the tarot card images using visual effects and transitions with the voice-over record- 

ings for each tarot card. 

 

FEEDBACK 
 
 

I was aware that the whole experience was a little intense for the audience but 

the feedback was invaluable. Firstly, it was suggested that I should include more video 

source material, which I certainly hoped to do in the future, and would be inspired in par- 

ticular by the occultist theories of correspondences. It was also suggested that I could 

leave more space for the audio commentary, which was a little overpowered by the mu- 

sic track. As I had recorded all the voice-overs for each tarot image myself, it was also 

suggested that I have different people, different voices for each tarot image. This is also 

a great idea. 
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EDUCATE NOT ENTERTAIN 
 
 

 
“Mythopoetic power represents a force that 

guides the reader to a vivid understanding 

through expression”. 

 
Holland & Garman, 2008: 18 

 
 

 
The culmination of this journey, from 

development of ideas and concepts, 

through critical understanding and analysis 

and finally, towards performance and expres- 

sion have served to re-enforce the mythopoetic process at play in this part of the degree 

programme. Most exciting for me during the feedback after my first performance was the 

suggestion by audience members that I had stumbled across a potential tool for educa- 

tion here. My performance had focused on a more mesmeric and entertaining delivery, 

yet the feedback from this early experiment suggested that there was potential for teach- 

ing people about the meanings of the Tarot images. This was an interesting revelation. I 

had hoped early on during the development of the project that an educative principle 

would be attainable. I had taken a tool that is used largely for entertainment purposes, 

having noticed the potential, and realised through my early experimentation that educa- 

tional principles are certainly attainable. It seems that this potential for a transformational 

learning experience should be the primary basis from which to add further creative and 

artistic expressions. This approach for me is nowhere better described than by Dirkx 

once again: 

 

“Educators working from this perspective will make substantial use, regardless of the 

subject matter, of story, myths, poetry, music, drawing, art, journaling, dance, rituals, or 

performance. Such approaches allow learners to become aware of and give voice to the 

images and unconscious dynamics that may be animating their psychic lives within the 

context of the subject matter and the learning process.” (Dirkx, 2000) 
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“The specific steps of this process vary but generally involve: (1) describing the image as 

clearly as we can; (2) associating the image with other aspects of our lives; (3) 

amplifying the image through use of stories, poetry, fairy tales, or myths that present us 

with similar 

images: and (4) animating the image by allowing it to talk or interact 

further with us through additional fantasy, or imaging work.” (Dirkx, 2000) 

 

The mythopoetic movement through the alchemising of my idea and the eventual 

expression of the piece has led to some important understandings. The ideas outlined 

above by Dirkx provide the basis from which my next effort to develop this project will 

begin. As seen from this review, this is a project still very much in development, yet hav- 

ing been inspired by esoteric and platonic concerns for transcendence and initiation for 

its audience, is showing a great potential as a tool for transformational education. 
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